For immediate release

Roam Together: KnowRoaming provides free SIM Card to share
with your travel buddy
TORONTO, Ontario — September 25, 2018 — KnowRoaming wants to share
affordable connectivity with more travelers. For a limited time, KnowRoaming will
provide travelers a free Global SIM Card with the purchase of their Global SIM Sticker
or SIM Card. Now both you, and your travel buddy can enjoy roaming together! Offer
available from now until October 31st, 2018 on knowroaming.com.
“Traveling with friends and family makes a trip unforgettable. That’s why we’re adding a
free SIM card with every SIM order so you can share it with your loved ones and enjoy
the freedom seamless connectivity together,” explained Gregory Gundelfinger, CEO of
KnowRoaming.
Whether you’re traveling with coworkers for a conference in Singapore or backpacking
with friends across Europe, KnowRoaming wants to help keep you and your travel
companions connected!
The Global SIM Sticker and Global SIM Card make it both affordable and effortless for
business and leisure travelers to stay in touch on the go. KnowRoaming customers
enjoy:
• Reliable voice and data connectivity in 200+ countries
• Fast 4G LTE and 3G data
• Real-time, transparent account management with the KnowRoaming app
• Unlimited Data, fixed packages, and pay-as-you-go service with no contracts

About KnowRoaming
KnowRoaming is a Toronto-based technology company that offers affordable
connectivity solutions for travelers. KnowRoaming’s Global SIM Sticker and Global SIM
Card make it effortless for business and leisure travelers to stay connected on the go.
Through the accompanying KnowRoaming app, customers can transparently manage
all their usage in real time and pay for the data they need—no contracts or hidden fees.
KnowRoaming offers coverage in 200+ countries and territories at rates up to 85%
lower than carriers. KnowRoaming is owned and operated by Telna, a global
connectivity enabler. Telna’s network powers KnowRoaming’s innovative products.
Learn more at knowroaming.com.
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